Activity 2 - MonaLisa 2.0

STM Definition
Phase Study

In this activity the focus is to define and propose
a comprehensive Sea Traffic Management (STM)
concept that increases the operational efficiency
and safety as well as generating environmental
benefits in the maritime industry.

SECURING THE CHAIN
BY INTELLIGENCE AT SEA

2.0

“Being a part of this digitalisation journey is very exciting not
the least as it has the potential to generate great benefits for
the entire maritime industry. We already see that large organisations are taking a keen interest in the work that we do.”
/Mikael Lind, Research Manager at Viktoria Swedish ICT

“Our goal is take a holistic view on ship- and port
operations in the maritime sector using Enterprise
Architecture, in order to define the STM concept.
Enterprise Architecture uses different perspectives:
legal, institutional, business, operational and so forth
in order to capture all aspects of a complex system”,
says Mikael Hägg, Senior Advisor at the Swedish
Maritime Administration.

vessels arrive and as the port is ready for them, the ships will
receive a precise ETA. Tests will be conducted in Gothenburg
and in Valencia.

“This has already been done for air traffic control and air traffic management and we have been able to adapt some of
their principles and methodology to the maritime sector in
this project”, says Mikael Lind, Research Manager at Viktoria
Swedish ICT, Associate Professor in Maritime Informatics at
the Swedish Centre for digital innovation.

System Wide Information Management applied in the maritime domain is a concept for information exchange and will
serve as a trusted infrastructure for organisations that participate in information exchanges.

Creating a Masterplan
Safety, environment and efficiency are defined as the Key
Performance Objectives in STM and they are supported by
five strategic enabling concepts defining STM:

Flow Management concerns optimizing the flow of traffic,
particularly in restricted waters, channels and near ports.
Monitoring of the traffic, and having information about the
vessels’ routes, will allow warnings to be sent that may prevent grounding and collisions.

Based on these five strategic enabling concepts a master
plan will be developed, stipulating how the work will be carried out. Fundamental for the concept is that information will
be shared to a greater extent than is done today and thereby
contributing to situational awareness for the different purposes that the concepts address.

Strategic Voyage Management concerns what can be
done before the journey has started in order to optimise it.
An example of a solution that would optimise management
is the implementation of a Voyage ID, similar to the flight
number in air traffic.

“Our job is to come up with new
ideas; of services that are not
yet available and that will be
of benefit to the actors in our
industry. A modern platform
for information exchange will
open doors to new opportunities in a gigantic and highly
important industry”,
says Mikael Hägg.

Dynamic Voyage Management concerns optimising the maritime information exchange in order to
improve the voyage of the individual ship. Vessels
can travel at an optimised speed and select the
best route to the destination.
Port Collaborative Decision Making is inspired by
air traffic but with consideration taken to the uniqueness
of the maritime industry. A closer collaboration between the
operators in the port and the ships provides conditions for
improved traffic coordination. The ports will know when the
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